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Pop Up Blocks Project
This project can form a stand-alone card or be fitted
inside an A5 card as an insert.

What you will need to recreate this project:
A4 card (29.7 x 21cm)
Backing paper
Embellishments

Assembling the project:
With the A4 card in horizontal position measure & mark the following points both top & bottom:
9.9: 15: 19.8: 24.6cm.
Faintly draw in the 15 & 24.6cm lines & then turn the card into vertical position & use a pencil mark
the following points along those two lines: 3: 8: 9.5: 14.5: 16: 21cm, draw lines between these
points. I have given you a diagram below to help guide you.
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Fold all score all lines & crease well with the bone folder, reverse fold on the 15; 19.8 & 24.6 lines &
assemble the folds to create a DL card measuring 9.9 x 21cm, as seen in the main image.
Using your craft knife, cut through the pencil lines forming the block sections, & then pop out the
blocks & pop in the narrow sections between.
Cut up the backing paper as follows: two sections measuring 9.2 x 20.5cm; two sections measuring
4.4 x 20.2cm; & 6 pieces each measuring 4.5cm square.
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Fix first of the largest pieces centrally to the outside front of the card, & the second of those pieces
to the largest inner section.
The two narrower pieces adhere centrally to the panels on either side of the block section, & finally
the six smaller pieces cover both faces of the three pop up blocks.
You can fit the insert this into an A5 card & have it as a pop up if you wish, to do this do not cover
the front with backing paper, reserve this for the front of your A5 card.

